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   Synepsis. This paper is an approach to an estimate of the equilibrium bed slope

 of the stream in which the sediment is mainly transportecl as bed-load, on the

 basis of tlie sediment trEmsport theory under sotne assumptions, By usii3g this

 procedure, the influences of the flow clischarge and of the grain size of bed
 material upon the equilibrium becl slope are cliscussed in the case of a steady

 nonuniform flow with gradually varied width and rectangular cross sections.

                           1 Introdgction

   When the river improvement works such as widening the river width,
converting the stream course and constructing dams across rivers are deslgned,

oBe of the problems which used to afflict hydraulic engineers is how the
configuration of the river bed will change after the construction works are

performed. Supplied with much sediment load from the upperstream, the
river bed ' profile changes its conflguration, repeating deposition and scotir.

In a limited reach of the stream where deposition is nearly balanced with

scour, however, the bed slope may be commonly called "£he equilibrium slope".
   Up to this time, theoretical studies on the equilibrium bed slope were
performed by Dr. Mononobe and Dr. Aki, respectively. Combinin. g the Sternberg's

theory with the relation between the grain slze of bed materlal and the
tractive force which acts on the bed, Dr.Mononobe proposed(i)

                    i ･-- I,e-EiY +-8--Hbeg'tt' , ････+･･････････i･･････････････････+･････t･･････････(1)

   where x is the distance measured towards the down-stream from the
referring point, c Sternberg's coefficient, io and He bed slope and water depth

in the referring point. This formula treated the streams which were assumed

to have rectangular cross sections of the same width and the uniform flow
in every reach. Though he proposed thereafter another forrnula similar to
Eq. (1) for the streams with gradually varied width, its method was
essentially induced frorn the theory of the uniform flow in every reach. The

relationship between the flow distance and the grain size of bed materiaKn
natural rivers found by Dr. Aki is(2)

                    :t :: a' ---- b' logioZD, ･･････････････････････+････････････････････････････(2)

where a' and b' are constants peculiar to each river, and D the mean grain
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 diameter calculated from tl'ie equation

                    D ,.. Jlllr.S:, OZi . dny1 Plrr]ll.IIiOS'p,

 using the sieve analysis curve. Moreover, 1 is a coefficient expressed as
 (100-An)fP,n, where Rn is the percentage of finer material by weight corre-

 sponding to D.
     Referring to Eq.(2), Dr. Aki gave the following formula;

                                         l.t..5("'-x{,)                         E.Qf.).r.::..K..)                 i -L== Io ･ 10 3･sb -l- i-itt.2.., LI6 -lo 3･sb';"" ･･･J-･-･･･････+･-p･---･･J･-･･-･･･(3)

     This formula, which has been proved its validity by the several field
 examples, has been often utilized in J'apan.

     With the development of the studies on the flow transporting sediment,
 the efforts(3)(4) have been made by the author and Dr. Iwagaki in recent years

 to explain analytically the mechanism of river-bed variation, though the scope

 of the studies were restricted within the streams with constant width. This
 paper presents a procedure to obtain the equilibrium bed slope in a steady

 nonuniform flow on the basis of the above described author's paper. It
 indicates also the questionable points among the various sediment problems
 found in natural rivers.

                2 DerivaSioR of Equations to Obtain

                        ecqwiRibrinm Bedi Slope

     Suppose the case in which the bed ofastream with rectangular cross
                              section has achieved a state of the practical

           Fian equilibrium £or the given flow discharge Q,
i"c'fc･rc'iit(' and let x be the abscissa axis along the bed
                              surface towards the downstream, and h the
                          'r' water depth vertical to x-axis as shown in
                              Fig.1. In any eross section, Ietibe the
                              bed slope, v the mean velocity, and B the
                              stream width. Then, the equation of motion
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Fig.I. Schematic plan and profile
  of a steady nonuniform flow

neglected except the frictional

shear velocity vve is assumed

    for a steady nonuniform flow which has a
    gradually varied width is

             -i {- S-k--+ jcf + `2.d (g-;)== o, ･･････(4)

       where the variation of the width along
   the stream is so gentle that head losses are
  loss. Denoting the frictional slope as I)r, the

to be

vK=-"yRll', ･･a･--･････････-･-････････J----･･･････････---･i･C5)
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where R is the hydraulic mean depth, and g the gravity acce}eration.
Combining Eq.(4) with Eq.(5), the bed slope becomes

                  i-H･;inili2d-Sliil(i-tlli･ili3)---icS･Z･tde.,･･････`･･････････････････････････(6)

wkere hc is the critical depth expressed as (crQ2fgB2)g. Using Eq.(6), the

bed slopeiin any section can be determined if each of h, R, dh/du, hc, vac
and dBldx is .criven. Since dBldu is l<nown in general, and Q is given previ-

ously, then the equilibrium bed slopei can be determined if each of h, dh!dx

and vee is selected so as to satisfy the equilibrium conditions.

   Now, the equatioB of continuity in respect to the sediment transport is

                         a-lb- t ao-l-･-E+g'2-o, ･･････････････････････-･･･-････････････(7)

where Qs is the rate of transport in volume of material per unit tlme across

the section, 2 the elevation of bed surface, and A the porosity of bed-load.

    If the river bed is in equilibrium state, 0z16t is equal to zero; therefore,

Eq.(7) gives

                       Qs =Beqs ==r constant, ･-･･･････････････}･････････････････････ny-･(8)

where qs is the rate of transport in volume of material per unit time per unit

width of section, and is regarded as a function of the mean diameter of sand
graiRs, shear velocity, and specific weight of the sediment. Up to this time

a number of experimental and theoretical formulas have been presented as
to qs. It seems, however, that tkere are few formulas which agree quite
well with the field data in natural streams carrying so large and graded bed

material. In this paper the following bed-Ioad formula proposed by A.A.
Kalinske and C.B.Brown(5) is adopted, because it is not only demensionless
and has a simple form, but also is said to agree well with observed data in

many experimental flumes. ･
                    8.CE.- --･ io[lr-(--ttgl/i-12,) ..]i ･･････････ny･････････････････････････-･`･･･ny-･(g)

where D is the mean diameter of the sand grains, and Ss specific weight of

the sediment.

   Although this equation is the one presented for the uniform flow, it is

now assumed to be applicable even to the Ronuniform flow. But in the small
flume experiments, it was ascertained(6) that Eq.(9) was approximately appli-

cable to the gradua]ly varied nonuniform flow if vee was denoted by ,vlcrRwnrmI'lf'.

   By transforming Eq.(9), it becomes

                        qs -ry.--(l-&- -E-:U-"i3' -, D･ ････-･-････'･･'ny'''''･･'･''-'''''''''''''''''(io)

   It is weli known that the vertical velocity distribution in the flows in

open channel with definite rough bed follows the logarithmic law proposed by
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K6rman and Prandtl. Though in the 'flows transporting sediment the deterrni-
nation of velociLLy distributiolt is a ctifficult maeter because of the experimental

troubles and the complexity of the inechanisin in the sediment traRsportation,

i£ is supposed that the foilowing logarithmic formula･will be also applicable
to t}}Eltt case.

                          tt･//k･i = A' + B' logio leYy ･･+･･････+t･･･-･･･+･････t････-･････････(11)

where ks is the equivalent roughness of the bottom bed, and V the velocity
at a distance y from the bottom surface.

   T. Ts"baki(7) stated in respece to tke values of !<L' and B' from his
experimental observations ill large flttmes, that they might be taken appro-

ximately as 8.5 and 5.7i respectively. Strictly speaking, however, it seems

that th:/;re remains some dov.bt as to whether A' and B' are constant or not.

Ik was pointed out by Dr. Iwagal<i(8) tha't the plot$ of the velocity distribtttion

in the positien extyemely ne;//.r the bottom tended to deviate a little from the

logaritiimic law, and that .･1' was not constaRt bat was a function of the
Froude number. As the n'iore rigorous discussions are not permitted in the
present state of knowledge, it is assumed that the mean velocity formula in

the movable beds is ･
                       ,?. = 6- O + 5. 75 logio £-g , ･'''''･･-･･･････････=･･+･･･････････････(l2)

where v is the mean velocity.

    Now, the efforts have been made by many investigators to obtain the
relat.lens between the equivalent roug. 'lmess fes and the characteristics of flow

traiisportiRtt. sediment. In the present day, however, it may be the most
wiclely accepted theory that fesfD, wh.ich is the rate o'f the equivalent roughness

to the rnean diameter o£ sand grains, depends exceedingiy upon !Y which is
a function of the tractive fo]rce and the sediment charac"teristics. From the

field data in the several natural streams, T.Tsubaki and A.Furuya
proposed(9)

                                             '
                    logiokiE == 3. 48 (1-O. 225 TH'i-), -･･･････････-････････････････+･･･(13)

where T is expressed as v"'2!g(ss - 1)D
    Since these data were collected from streams which had fairly gentle
bed slopes and bed materials of fine size, it seems that Eq.(13) may be
applicable to streams, the `beds of which are covered with dunes. On the
other hand, the studies have been scarcely presented on the values of lesfD

in natura! streamas, in which the bed slope and the sediment size are
cornparatively largp... As to the experimental studies, Dr.Iwagaki(iO) gave the

following formula from his experiments peyformed undey the uondition of

smooth bed and fairly steep bed slopes. It is written

                       logio ki- =: 1 + O. 769 logio ep'. ･･`････････-････････-･･･････････t(l4)
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   Although the applicaeion of this formula is, needless to say, to be limlted

in the experimental flumes, it is assumed that Eq.(14) may be applicable to

natural streams which have fairly steep bed slopes and are supposed to have

srnooth beds. At any rate, the investigations of feslD in natural streams will

remain hereafter as one of the most important theraes among the sediment
problems.

   Now, if the distribution of grain size along, the stream and the flow
discharge Q are given, the equilibrium bed slope may be estimated according

to the followlng procedure.

   The value of Qs in every section is always constant from Eq.(8) when the
flow ls in the equilibrium conditions as stated previously. To obtain Qs, a

reference section, in which the flow condition is regarded approximately
uniform and I)r is nearly equal to io, must be seleeted in the reach. io means

the bed slope in the reference section. Therefore, the following equations

will be written down

                   B9,O,- = ho (6･O+ 5･ 75 logio £:O,), ･'''''･･'････････････････････････(ls)

                    v,ee -,vxg.le6 i,, ･･･････････････････t･･･--･････････････････････t･t････････(16)

                    logio i-S-' == 1 + O. 769 logiey (ss 42'Iac2i) 4, ･･-････････････････"''･(i7)

                   Ro == Bo ho1(Bo + 2ho), '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"''''''(18)

where Ro, lao, leso, veee, and Lts are the corresponding values in the reference

section. Of course, Eq.(17) should be replaced by Eq.(13) when the river bed

is supposed to be covered with dunes. From Eq.(15), (16), (17), and (18), four

unknowns such as veY', Ro, ho, and feso rnay be determined by the trial and

error method, respectively. Consequently, Qs becomes

                    Qs =- Bo･qso =b,g-(-ls･ ,･-Q-B:g-Vd-ei/-i-F-i-ts-. ････････････････････････････････････(ig)

   Combining Eq.(10) with Eq.(19), the shear velocity becomes

                           .es ..(9ifBD)O･20, ..........................................(2o)

where m is le!g2(Ss ---1 )2.

    If the specific weight of the sedimen£ is constant in every section, the
elimination of m gives

                    v" x v,va Ei.ttD)O'20. ･･････････-`t･････････････････････････････ny････････(2o

    Moreover, combiniBg the law of continuity of the flow with Eq.(12) gives

            BumQv-ve -H h(6･O -F 5･ 75 IOgio{}, )･ -""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"'''(22)

    Since ves is calculated from Eq. (21), h and les in any section may be
deterrnined from Eq.(14) and Eq.(22) by the trial and error method, The
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values of dh!du in every section are evaluated from the relations between h

and x, whi}e as the number of sections increase, more accurate will be the
vaiues of dh/dx. Then, t}ie bed slope i can be calculated 'from Eq.(6). Likewise

the elevation of the stream i)ed is computed frem

                             := S:idL + zL, ････････-･･･+･･-･･4･･････t････････････････(23)

where 2L is the eievation of streain bed at the position where the standard of

elevation is given, as at the posltiofi of dams, sluice gates or overfalis. L is the

distance measured towards the upperstream from the position described above.

        3 ecqwikg'hrtwKKi ftedi Sgegee over {Igegeeifstsceawa of a Dam

(a) Pro.cedure of Calcgtlation

    In this article, the applicagion of the foregoing procedure to the probiems

of sedimentation upstrearn a daxn is described, and the factors upon which
the equilibrium bed slope d.epends are discussed from the results calculated

on the several examples. If the sediment transported from the upperstream of
a dam is so numerous, the reservoir wi}1 be soon fiiled up with sediment as high

as the elevation of the dam crest, as seen in the debris barriers; while these

examples are often found in Japan, especially at the low dams. When the
rate of the sediment transport through any cross section is balanced with

that of the sediment transport discharged to the downstream over the dam,
it may be considered that f-here yields the equilibrium bed slope. In order to

simplify the computation, a mathematica}ly reguiar shape of stream channel

was adopted which had a narrow reach of the same width by 30m and had a
reservoir ef 8 km long as shewn in Fig. 2.
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increased parabolically. Every cross section of the channel was regarded
rectangular. The narrow reach was so long that the flow was assumed to
be uniform, the bed slope being 1/282. The effective overflow width of the

darn was given by 105.6rn under the flow discharge of 3eeOm31s aRd 20eO
m31s, gates of tke dam being opened fu11y.

    These data were given by modifying the values of an existiitg reservoir in

Japan, though the small irregularities and curved parts of the reservoir were

eliminated to simplify £he calculation. Seven ruRs of the computat2oB exampies
were performed by employing ehe various combinations of fiow discharge and
grain size distributi,oii as shown in Table l.

    Now, the evaluation of grain size distribution in a reservoir is of great

difficulty especially in the case wheR the bed material is moving; it is
supposed that an intimate relation may exist between the variations of channel

width and the grain size of bed material. Since it is impossible to know the

relation between them exact!y in the present state of knowiedge, adequately

assumed data on the grain size distribution are tried to be used with reference

to the fie}d data obtained at the low water discharge as shown in Table 1.
O'f course, the grain sizes obtained at the low water discharge may not be
equal to those at the high water discharge; the former seems to show smaller
values than the latter especially in tke vicinity o'f the dam.

    To simplify the computation in this paper, the mean diameters of sand

grains were assumed to decrease exponentially with time towards the down-
stream according to Eq.(2), the rates of decrease of D being selected independeRtly

of the fieid data. In Run l and 2, the grain diameters were tentative!y assumed

constant along the reach only to investigate the influence of the grain size

             Table i. Grain size distribution and flew clischarge (in mm)

Section Run 1

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

50. 00

50. 00

so. ee

se. oe

50. 00

50. 00

so. oe

50. 00

50. 00

Run 2

20. 00

2e. oo

20. 00

20. 00

2e. oo

20.00

2e. oo

20. 00

20.00

Run 3

50. 00

44. 59

39. 77

35. 47

31. 62

28.20

25. 15

22, 43

20.00

Run 4

so. eo

42. 92

36. 85

31. 62

27.15

23. 3e

2o. el

IZ 17

14.74

Run 5 Run 6

50. 00

39. 76

31. 62

25.15

20. 00

15.91

12. 65

le. o6

 8. 00

 50. 00

 39. 76

 31. 62

 25. 15

 20. 00

(i:i8g)

  5. 00

 5. 00

  5. 00

Run 7

1
I

so. eo

44. 59

39. 77

35. 47

31. 62

28. 20

25. 15

22. 43

20.00

*Observed
 data

Flow discharge
     (m3!s) 3000

i

l

35. 6

20. 4

4o. e

31. 7

O. 19

O. 10

O. 08

2000
 L6W
 water
discharge

(:kThese fleld data were observed in 1950 by tlae engineers of Res. Inst. of Civ.

Eng. in the Ministry of Construction.)
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itself on the equilibrium bed siope, though they were fairly different from the

field data. Although this assumption on the exponential decrease of grain

size has not been preved as true in the reservoir where the variations in
stream width along the reack are fairly large, further investigations on many

field data wili make it possible to eliminate t'his assumption in the future.

    The reference section was takeB at the downstream end of the narrow
reach. It should be noted that even if the stream width along the reach is
constant the uniform flew could not exist whexx the grain size is not constant

along the reach. TheR, the frictiona! slope Ilf in the reference section was

eaken approximately as equai to ie, errors being supposed to be negligiblly

small. The refereRce elevation of river bed was determined at the dam site.

As shown in Fig.2, the reference elevation may be

                          z==2c+ff-h, -････-･･-･･････････''･H-･･･････-'･--<24)

where z is the refereBce elevation, 2c the elevation of the dam crest, h water

depth, and H overilow depth, which is determined from the well-known
formula,

                           Q =r CbH3/2. ･･････････････ ny ･･････････''''''''''''''''''''''''''(25)

   As to the values of the coefficieRt of discharge in Eq.(25), T.kusama
iRdica"L'ed from his experiments that C increased suddenly as soon as the dam

pool was filled up with sediment as high as the dam crest. In this paper,
C was taken 2.20, referring to the above suggestion.
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(b) Discussion of the Results Obtained

   G) Run l and Run 2 were calculated under the conditien in which the
grain size of bed material was assu;ned cons#ant over the reach, being 50mm

for Run1and 20mm for Run 2, respective}y, as sliowll in Fig. 3. The
sand grain was regarded to have a specific gravity of 2.65. The computed
water surface curve and the bed profile curve ln these txKro cases are similar

to each other, iR spite of the difference o'f grain size. To compare with

them, Run 3 was calculated under the condition in which the grain size was

assumed to decrease towards the downstream frorn 50mm to 20mm exponeR-
tially as shown in Fig.3. It is easily noticed that the obtained bed slope
and water surface slope are obviously far gentler than t'hose of the above

two. These resuks seem to indicate that the equilibrium 1)ed slope depends

much more upon the rate of the grain size decrease along the reach than
upon the grain size itself.

    (iD Fig. 4 shows the three cases, in which the flow discharge is ali the

same and the rates of the grain size decrease are different respectively
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(Run 3, 4, and 5). The grain size at the reference section "ras previottsly

given as 50mm in each run. Run 5, in which the rate of the grain size
decrease was the greatest of the #hree, gave the gentlest bed slope and water

surface slope. The grain size of bed maeerial in natural rivers, especially

in the reach of the upperstream of dam, is considered to change with
tke lapse of time, being subjected te some laws, the solution of which
will remain as an important problem in the future. Accordingly, k seems
that the distribution of grain size ln natural rivers cannot help being
presamed, in the present day. In Flg.4, the plots of the field data, which
show the deepest elevations of river bed at the low water obtained in March
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Table

Sutesaburo SuGIo

2. Calculated results in Run 5

No. 7

Section B (m)

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

l  30. 00

 38. 71

 50. 32

 61. 93

 73. 55

 85.I6

 96. 77

108.39

120. 00

D (mm) l v (m/s)
        i

50.00

39o 76

31.62

25,15

20. 00

15.91

12. 65

le.o6

 8. QO

O. 4969

O.4511

O.4090

O. 3747

O. 3458

O. 3208

O. 2987

O. 2789

O. 2610

fes (m)

O. 2008

O. 1641

O.1339

O.1110

O. 09305

O. 07862

O. 06682

O. 05704

O. 04886

h (in)

13.50

11.16

 9. 231

 8. 023

 7.189

 6. 578

 6.113

 5. 748

 5.455

hc (m)

10. 39

 8. 769

 7. 361

 6. 410

 5. 716

 5.184

 4. 760

 4.414

 4.124

Table 2. (Continued)

Section

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

]i],e E
E

b,

3. 546

2. 934

2. 527

2. 248

2. 029

1. 843

1.677

l.527

1. 390

(
 o
- 1. 290*

-L 099
-O. 772

-e. soo

-e. 359

-O. 275

-O. 219

-o. Ise

-O. 151

,IZ)

 o
-M 625

-1. 080

-O. 767

-O. 571

-O. 439

-O. 346

- O. 279

-O. 228

i z

3. 546

O. O19*

O.675

O. 981

1. 099

1. 129

1.112

1. 068

l.Oll

32. 23*

31.63*

31. 28

30. 45

29. 41

28.30

27.18

26. 09

25. 05

:fEiWManning's

     n
O. 029

O. 0287

e. 0278

e. o27o

e. 0263

O. 0256

e. 0249

O. 0244

O. 0238

*
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1955 by sounding in the foregoing existing reservoir are shown. Since the
water level was usually varied by regulating the dam gates in this reservoir,

the distribution of grain size did not seem to be approximately represented

with one exponential curve; the grain size in the rea,ch betweeR the sections

5 and 8 was fouRd to be extremely smaller than that of the upperstream reach.

Coltsidering such circgmstances, Run 6 was calculated in a case in which
two kinds of decrease curve of grain size were assumed to exist as shown
in Table 1. In such a case,it was noticed that a sudden change of the bed

elevation was supposed to yield at the discoRtinuous part of graln size as

shown in Fig.4.

   Gii) To investigate the influence of the variation iR flow discharge on
the equi!ibrium bed slope for the same grain size distribution, the water
surface and bed profile curves were drawn in Fig.5 for the flow discharges
300em31s and 2000m3/s. Fig.5 indicates that the larger discharge tends to

make the bed slope and water surface slope gentler than the smaller one
does. Al'thottgh the water surface curves iB RuR 3 and Run 7 look almost
alike except in the vicinity of dam, a fairly remarkable difference is found
between them as to the bed profile curves; that is, the bed profile curve for

the flow discharge of 3eOOm31s is far lower than that of 2000m3/s, especially

!n the narrow reach. These facts suggest that the scouring power in the
narrow reach rnay be enormous at the high stage. It should be noted that in

the natural rivers the grain size of bed material does not be supposed to
re'main constant with the decrease of f!ow discharge. This is also an im-
poytant problem to remain in the future.
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    (iv) Eq.<6) may be rewritten as

                            intIlt-+Ih+lb,････+++････t･････････････+････-････-････････････(26)

where Lb and lb are the corrective slopes for the variations in the water depth

and the stream width along the reach, respectively. When dewdx is fairly
large, Jh tends also to be comparatively large. Consequently, at the entrance

into the reservoir where the stream width begins gradually to increase, Ih

plus Ib becomes negatively so large that sometimes the reverse bed slope may
yield. Fig. 6 shows the calculated values of .glf3 Ift, and lb in Run 5. This

phenomenon to yield the reverse bed slope is of'ten experienced when a
stream flow with movable bed pours out from a narrow reach to a wide

area.

                             5 Con¢Seqsioxts

    The conclusions may be summarized as follows:
(1) The equilibrium bed slope for a steady nonuniform flow depends upon the

  flow discharge and the grain size distribution of bed material, and it may

  be determined according to the procedure described in article 2.

(2) For the same flow discharge, the greater the rate of the decrease of

  grain size becomes, the gentier may be the equilibrium bed slope.
(3) For the same grain size distribution, tke larger the flow discharge be-

  comes, the gentler may be the siope,

(4) In the reach where the stream width is gradually increasing, the bed
  slope is very gentle and sometimes even the reverse bed siope happens.

    It should be noted that the following assumptjons or restrictions were
  used in this computation.

(1) The scope of this study is resrlcted within the bed-load movement.

<2) In this paper the streams which have regular shapes and rectangular
  cross sections are treated.

(3) The shear velocity along the seream bed iR a steady nonuniform flow is

  computed from Eq.(5).
(4) Eq.(10), (12), and (13) or (14) are adopted as the equation of the rnean velo-

  city, the bed--load transport, and the equivalent sand roughness, respectively.

    Moreover, to obtain the equilibrium bed slope behind a dam the mean
diarneters of sand grains in the reservoir were assurned to decrease expo-
nentially towards downstream as shown in Eq.(2). It is supposed that there
aye many problems to be discussed in respect to the relation between the
grain size distribution and the channel width.

    Above all, the fourth assumption should be noticed. Though these
existing formulas are proved to be applicable to the experiments in "L'he
laboratory, they seem to be insufficient in the point of accuracy to apply to

natural rivers yet. Accordingiy, the reader will realize thait' the foyegoing

development is applicable so long as the assumed conditions are actually
fulfilled. In spite of the uncertainty in these three formulas, further investi-
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gations on the many £ield data will make it possible to apply this procedure
to the practical use.
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